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Learn soprano or tenor recorder with this self-standing book
with large, easy-to-read music in standard notation. Uses the
9 easiest notes to play on recorder with simple rhythms. Foldout fingering charts for quick reference. Arrangements include
accompaniment for glockenspiel or xylophone. Over 160
songs, including 16 rounds, 43 duets, and 48 non-Western
songs. Promotes music literacy, mastery, and ensemble
playing. Spiral bound along top edge. Teacher Lesson Plan
Manual available.
This 2nd book of the series extends the range of notes to a
full octave. Teaches many more important musical concepts
and expressions, once again using favorite children's songs.
Includes a matching CD.
Big Book of Easy Flute Tunes includes over 100 lively tunes
and fun exercises, including more than 60 traditional melodies
organised in progressive order and adds to the young
beginner's repertoire, and might be used in addition to a flute
tutor book. Starting very easy, written on large staves, notes
are introduced gradually, with plenty of tunes and exercises
based in note groups to practise and achieve finger fluency
before moving on to new notes. Starting with BAG tunes,
extending down to Low D and up to E at the top of the stave,
some of the tunes include rhymes and others, percussive
actions. This book is entirely music and includes no fingering
diagrams, theory or text. Another edition of the book is
available with all note names written inside the note heads.
More coming from The Flying Flute very soon. Look out for
our solo books, and duets and trios, arranged at different
levels for mixed instruments: Flute, Clarinet, Bassoon, Oboe,
Saxophone, Recorder, Trumpet, Trombone, Tuba, Violin,
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Viola, Cello, Double Bass, Mini-bassoon, Tenoroon, Guitar
etc. We have a spectacular variety of duet books, a
gargantuan selection of festive books (including Christmas,
Halloween and Valentines!), instrument-specific theory,
including theory puzzles for very young players and even
downloadable playalong and backing tracks and sheet music
on our website. Just visit http://WildMusicPublications.com
For tweets on our latest books, why not follow us on Twitter?
@wmpublications Testimonials * Hi there - I'm just emailing
you to tell you how much I love your Oboe duet books,
especially the vast range of Christmas music! I have all of
them! I'm an oboe and double bass teacher based in Dublin,
and I am very much a Christmas enthusiast. I'm known
among my students for wearing Christmas socks 365 days a
year (they've checked!!) I've taken on some very keen adult
double bass students this year, and I'll be buying your double
bass Xmas duets to play with them as the time approaches...
Given the brilliance of the oboe books, I'm really looking
forward to it. Many thanks and keep up the good work!
Eimear * Hello - I love the arrangements We just played some
today! Have a lovely Christmas and thanks for providing
beginner bassoonists with some great music!! Pauline * Hi
there! I have been really impressed with your books! I have
been wishing for a long time there was such a thing as
instrument specific theory books, and now I've found them I
intend to get your whole selection of flute books- they are
excellent. I've got a few of my students to buy your books, I've
told my mother in law about you (she's a violin teacher), so
she's ordered some stuff from you. I just wanted to tell you
how great I think your books are! Thank you ever so much - I
will continue to use you and to recommend you to others xxx
Janine * Your music books are great for beginners and
improvers and the duet books are very well constructed. Ellen
* I am loving your books. Jessie
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A book of seventy famous songs for the beginning band
student that uses just six different notes. Easy to read oversized notation includes two versions of each song - one with
letters inside the note-heads and one with regular musical
notation.
The charming recorder repertoire in the Suzuki Recorder
School has been carefully selected by Katherine White, in
accordance with the principles and guidelines of Dr. Suzuki's
philosophy. Titles: * The Flowers Are Sleeping (Folk Song) *
The Silent Moon (Folk Song) * Early One Morning (Folk
Song) * Siciliana from Sonata in F Major III (G.F. Handel) *
Menuet in D Minor from Suite No. 2 in B Minor (J.S. Bach) *
Larghetto from Sonata in F Major I (G.F. Handel) * Bourrée in
B-Flat Major from the Water Music Suite (G.F. Handel) *
Larghetto from Sonata in G Minor I (G.F. Handel) * Bourrée in
G Minor from the Royal Fireworks Suite (G.F. Handel) *
Menuet in A Minor from Suite No. 4 in E Minor (C. Dieupart) *
March in F Major, BWV Anh. 122 (C.P.E. Bach) * Presto from
Sonata in G Minor IV (G.F. Handel) * Bourrée in F Major from
the Water Music Suite (Harmony Part) (G.F. Handel) *
Bourrée in D Minor from the Water Music Suite (Harmony
Part) (G.F. Handel)
Children are inherently musical. They respond to music and
learn through music. Music expresses children's identity and
heritage, teaches them to belong to a culture, and develops
their cognitive well-being and inner self worth. As professional
instructors, childcare workers, or students looking forward to
a career working with children, we should continuously search
for ways to tap into children's natural reservoir of enthusiasm
for singing, moving and experimenting with instruments. But
how, you might ask? What music is appropriate for the
children I'm working with? How can music help inspire a wellrounded child? How do I reach and teach children musically?
Most importantly perhaps, how can I incorporate music into a
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curriculum that marginalizes the arts?This book explores a
holistic, artistic, and integrated approach to understanding the
developmental connections between music and children. This
book guides professionals to work through music, harnessing
the processes that underlie music learning, and outlining
developmentally appropriate methods to understand the role
of music in children's lives through play, games, creativity,
and movement. Additionally, the book explores ways of
applying music-making to benefit the whole child, i.e.,
socially, emotionally, physically, cognitively, and linguistically.
This book is a revolutionary approach to teaching the
recorder! Not only is this a bi-lingual recorder method
(Spanish and English translations), but the student book
pages are included with the teacher's manual and are
completely reproducible! It's perfect for ESL classes or for
schools on a tight budget. For those teachers who require
students to purchase their own books or want a set of books
for classroom use, the student book is available separately
(30/2075H * $6.95). CD Included in Teacher's Manual.
Written specifically for elementary students by elementary
band teachers with extra-large sized notation, letter names
inside the note heads, limited material per page, fun, childcentered graphics and play-a-long videos.

The setup, maintenance, and restoration of the fivestring banjo. An indispensable guide for the amateur as
well as the professional repair person. Every procedure
is clearly explained and illustrated with detailed
photographs and diagrams.
Turlough O'Carolan was born in County Meath, Ireland in
1670. He was trained as a youth to play the harp, and
throughout his life composed a large number of songs.
O'Carolan developed a personal style, containing
melodic elements of Irish folk music, courtly harp music
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and Italian baroque music. O'Carolan's music was not
published during his lifetime; therefore, various versions
of his melodies have been handed down through the
aural tradition. It is also not known how he accompanied
his melodies. This collection presents 39 favorite
O'Carolan melodies in easily playable, lively
arrangements for alto (treble) recorder, with guitar
chords above the staves. Included are four original
melodies by Richard Voss inspired by and in the style of
the early master.
A new edition of this popular trumpet tutor, ideal for
home practice. It has a bright new cover giving it a fresh
and contemporary new look, and is the perfect book for
pupil and teacher.
Textbooks are symbols of centuries-old education.
They're often outdated as soon as they hit students'
desks. Acting "by the textbook" implies compliance and a
lack of creativity. It's time to ditch those textbooks--and
those textbook assumptions about learning In Ditch That
Textbook, teacher and blogger Matt Miller encourages
educators to throw out meaningless, pedestrian teaching
and learning practices. He empowers them to evolve and
improve on old, standard, teaching methods. Ditch That
Textbook is a support system, toolbox, and manifesto to
help educators free their teaching and revolutionize their
classrooms.
The charming recorder repertoire in the Suzuki Recorder
School has been carefully selected by Katherine White,
in accordance with the principles and guidelines of Dr.
Suzuki's philosophy. Volume 1 includes international folk
tunes and music by Mozart and Kodaly. Titles: * One
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Bird, Variation A (Based on a Kodály Theme) * One Bird,
Variation B (Based on a Kodály Theme) * Now We Sing
(K. White) * Mary Had a Little Lamb (Folk Song) * Suo
Gan (Folk Song) * Daddy Long Legs (Kodály Melody) *
One Bird, Variation C (Based on a Kodály Theme) *
Cuckoo (Folk Song) * French Children's Song (Folk
Song) * The Finch (Based on a Kodály Theme) * Mary
Had a Little Lamb (C Major) (Folk Song) * Clair de Lune
(J.B. Lully) * The Honeybee (Folk Song) * Twinkle,
Twinkle, Little Star: Theme (Folk Song) * Twinkle,
Twinkle, Little Star: Variation (Shinichi Suzuki) * Go Tell
Aunt Rhody (Folk Song) * One Bird, Variation D (Based
on a Kodály Theme) * The Best of Times (Folk Song) *
Allegro (Shinichi Suzuki) * Clouds (Folk Song) *
Goodbye to Winter (Folk Song) * Clown Dance (Folk
Song) * Swedish Dance (Folk Song) * A Tiny Forest Bird
(Folk Song) * My Little Boat (Folk Song) * The Turtle
Dove (Folk Song) * Hungarian Dance (Folk Song) *
Hansel and Gretel (Folk Song) * Dream, Children, Dream
(Folk Song) * Little Man in the Woods (Folk Song) * Are
You Sleeping? (Folk Song) * Two Kings' Children (Folk
Song) * Come Lovely May (W.A. Mozart) * Tonalization *
Fingering Chart
The charming recorder repertoire in the Suzuki Recorder
School has been carefully selected by Katherine White,
in accordance with the principles and guidelines of Dr.
Suzuki's philosophy. Titles: * Siciliana from Sonata in F
Major (Alto key) (III) (G.F. Handel) * Bourrée from
Fireworks Suite (G.F. Handel) * Passapied from
Melpomene Suite (K. Fischer) * Adagio from Sonata in A
Minor (Alto key) (III) (G.F. Handel) * Presto from Sonata
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in G Minor (Alto key) (IV) (G.F. Handel) * Larghetto from
Sonata in G Minor (Alto key) (I) (G.F. Handel) * Allegro
from Sonata No. 1 (IV) (R. Valentini) * Giga/Allegro from
Sonata in F Major (Alto key) (IV) (G.F. Handel) * Minuet
(E.C. Jacquet de La Guerre) * Rondeau (E.C. Jacquet de
La Guerre)
The Art of Digital Audio Recording teaches readers what
they really need to know in order to make great sound
recordings with computers - both the practical and the
technical information. --from publisher description.
Abracadabra Flute has become a classic in the market,
and here is a brand new edition. The cover has been
redesigned, the music re-set, and new illustrations
commissioned. Some new material has been added,
supplying extra help where new notes are introduced
and reinforcement exercises for tricky corners. As well as
the new edition, there is now a CD available. Performed
by professional musicians, it demonstrates each piece
on flute with piano accompaniments from our book
Abracadabra Flute Piano Accompaniments, enabling the
pupil to hear how the pieces sound. Such a CD is
invaluable for ensemble experience, and offers all the
fun of playing with an accompaniment - perfect for home
practice and concerts alike.

The ordinary interactions and everyday routines of
the Watsons, an African American family living in
Flint, Michigan, are drastically changed after they go
to visit Grandma in Alabama in the summer of 1963.
Learn alto or sopranino recorder with this e-book
with large, easy-to-read music in standard notation.
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Uses the 9 easiest notes to play on recorder with
simple rhythms. 147 songs, including 60 duets or
rounds, and many non-Western songs. Sopranino
recorder fits young children; alto recorder fits teens
and adults.
Beginning recorder instruction doesnt get better than
this. Ready, Set, Play! includes everything that you
will need to successfully teach introductory recorder
classes. Reproducible student music, parent letters,
order-form templates, self-assessment rubrics,
worksheets, and quizzes accompany classroomtested lesson suggestions and creatively arranged
music. Your students will love the CD
accompaniment recordings, and you will love the
value of this incredible resource.
This delightfully illustrated and very approachable
book provides a perfect introduction to playing the
recorder. It starts with the absolute basics such as
how to put your recorder together and how to play
your first notes, then it teaches you a series of
different tunes, gradually adding new notes along the
way as you gain in confidence. * A mixture of
charming animal illustrations and more detailed
technical drawings help to make this a friendly and
accessible guide that also contains all the key
information you need to know. Gently introduces
new information such as how to read music while
teaching you new tunes, making the learning
experience a satisfying and fun one. Contains 13
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tunes to learn.
This volume includes simple recorder tunes for
anyone learning to play the descant recorder.
Information about the origins of each tune on the
borders of each page gives children a more intuitive
feel for the music and advises them on timing. It also
includes 50 stickers.
How Students Learn: Science in the Classroom
builds on the discoveries detailed in the best-selling
How People Learn. Now these findings are
presented in a way that teachers can use
immediately, to revitalize their work in the classroom
for even greater effectiveness. Organized for utility,
the book explores how the principles of learning can
be applied in science at three levels: elementary,
middle, and high school. Leading educators explain
in detail how they developed successful curricula
and teaching approaches, presenting strategies that
serve as models for curriculum development and
classroom instruction. Their recounting of personal
teaching experiences lends strength and warmth to
this volume. This book discusses how to build
straightforward science experiments into true
understanding of scientific principles. It also features
illustrated suggestions for classroom activities.
(Music Sales America). This recorder course by
John Pitts is written for 7-11 year olds no previous
knowledge of music or recorders is necessary. It is
carefully graded with clear explanations at every
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stage, enouraging children to develop musical skils
as well as recorder techniques. Book 2 covers five
new notes and introduces some more complicated
rhythms through a wealth of tunes. The full-color
revised edition has 13 new items as well as new
optional duets.
Recorder From The Beginning: Pupil's Book 1 (2004
Edition) is the full-colour revised edition of John Pitts'
best-selling recorder course. The eight extra pages
in Book 1 have allowed for some new tunes and
rounds, whilst retaining the well-known favourites
that have helped to make the scheme such an
enduring success. This is the book we all learned
from as children and is still, successfully, teaching
today's youth how to play the Recorder.
(Music Sales America). This fun collection of graded
repertoire with accompanying CD will appeal to pupils
and teachers alike. Featuring well-known tunes plus
exciting new pieces by John Pitts in authentic blues,
ragtime and boogie styles. Suitable for players who have
reached the end of Book 1 in the Recorder From The
Beginning teaching scheme.
NEW EXPANDED THIRD EDITION with bonus coloring
pages and new solos and duets! * Save up to 50% on
school orders * Contact us for more information at
www.musicfunbooks.com * The Recorder Fun Book is
designed for young students and utilizes a number of
innovative teaching techniques including: * Letter names
inside the note heads* Limited material per page* Fun,
child-centered graphics* Fingering chart, glossary and
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much more!PLUS - Available separately via amazon: CD
and online mp3 accompaniments
(Music Sales America). This recorder course by John
Pitts is written for 7-11 year olds no previous knowledge
of music or recorders is necessary. It is carefully graded
with clear explanations at every stage, enouraging
children to develop musical skils as well as recorder
techniques. The teacher's books include simple piano
accompaniments, guitar chord symbols and performance
suggestions for classroom percussion. The tune books
provide extra solo and duet material to supplement the
instruction in each book ideal for children who need more
practice and for fast learners who need extra material to
hold their interest.
(Music Sales America). Aimed at pupils with a basic
knowledge of descant recorder playing who want to
move onto the treble. Includes a varied selection of
repertoire, and is ideal for use alongside the Recorder
from the Beginning duets books.
(Music Sales America). Easy duets for descant
recorders, ranging from Beethoven to the blues, to
encourage the learning of new notes and rhythms.
Suitable for two players or class ensembles, with piano
accompaniments in the teachers' books. Ideal for use
alongside the Recorder from the Beginning instructional
series. Contents: Banks of the Ohio * Boogie Blues *
Chandos Fanfare * Fais Dodo * Gavotte * Irish Lullaby *
Kaluszin Mazurka * Les Bouffons * Menuetto * Michael,
Row the Boat Ashore * Now All the Forests * Ode to Joy
* Panis Angelicus * Pokare Kare * Rigaudon *
Scarborough Fair * Soracaba Beguine * Tango
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Chacabuco * Tango La Pampa * The Pearly Adriatic *
Way Down South * Ye Banks and Braes.
This is a brief exploration of running records, explaining
why to use them, how they relate to teaching, and how to
administer them.
(Music Sales America). Book 1 covers the first 15 notes
on the descant recorder, introducing each note with
illustrations. Book 2 completes the study of the descant
recorder, then proceeds to teach the treble recorder.
A colourful recorder tutor for early starters which guides
children from the very beginning, including how to hold a
recorder properly.
Teach how to play recorder for kids with our easy recorder
lessons for kids. ***Comes with online access to free recorder
videos and audio demonstrating all examples. See and hear
how each one is played by a teacher, then play along with the
backing band. Also includes music score and recorder
animation for easy music learning.*** "Great teaching tool. I
love the fact you can play just a note and get a great
accompaniment to make it sound interesting. It enables me to
focus on getting a great sound before moving on." - A.M.
Weavers [Amazon] Progressive Recorder Method for Young
Beginners - Book 1 contains all you need to know to start
teaching kids to play recorder - in one easy-to-follow, lessonby-lesson children’s recorder tutorial. Suitable for children
aged 4 to 8 years and all brands of tenor and descant
recorders. No prior knowledge of how to read music or
playing the recorder is required to teach a child to learn to
play recorder from this book. Teach your child: • How to play
recorder notes for kids • All the fundamental techniques of
recorder playing including correct posture, hand position,
fingering and breathing • Basic recorder theory for kids
including how to read music • How to tune a recorder •
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Recorder tips for kids that every child should know when
learning recorder • Shortcuts for how to learn recorder fast by
getting the most from recorder practice sessions Contains
everything you need to know about how to teach a child to
play recorder today. Features include: • Progressive step-bystep easy recorder lessons written by a professional
children’s recorder teacher • Beautifully illustrated in full
color throughout • Easy-to-read recorder music for kids with
lyrics to sing a long and chords for guitar or piano
accompaniment • Recorder note chart • 42 great sounding
recorder exercises and popular easy recorder songs for kids
Kids recorder lessons have never been this easy for parents
and teachers who want to teach children to learn how to play
the recorder, fast. LearnToPlayMusic.com's recorder lessons
for kids are used by children’s recorder teachers worldwide
to teach how to play recorder for kids. For over 30 years, our
team of professional authors, composers and musicians have
crafted music lesson books that are a cut above the rest. We
offer a large selection of music lessons for kids that cover
many different instruments in print, eBook and app formats.
Awarded the 'Quality Excellence Design' (QED) seal of
approval for eBook innovation, LearnToPlayMusic.com
continues to set the standard for quality children’s music
education resources.
The leading recorder course for 7 year olds and up, carefully
graded with clear explanations and teaching points,
encouraging the development of musical skills and sound
recorder technique. The Teacher's Books include simple
piano accompaniments, guitar chord symbols, chime bar
charts and lots of ideas for classroom music-making.New
2004 edition in full colour also available.
Transform Your Classroom with Tech Tools You Already
Know With Control Alt Achieve, educational-technology
wizard Eric Curts offers you the keys to revolutionizing
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classroom learning with the Google tools you already use.
Dazzle your students by transforming Google Docs into
blackout poetry, fire up creative possibilities by using Google
Slides for comic strips, and make math more accessible--and
fun--by turning to Google Drawings as an unlikely ally. With
Eric as your guide to the technological horizons of Google
tools, the possibilities are endless. With the step-by-step and
easy-to-follow directions in Control Alt Achieve, you'll learn
how to use common digital tools in unexpected ways.
Whether you're new to technology or have been using Google
tools for years, Eric Curts will help you innovate as you
educate with ready-to-use activities that will reboot--and
transform--your classroom. Reading this book is like sitting in
on a presentation from one of educational technology's best
presenters. Eric's writing reminds me of his sessions:
comfortable and accessible for new tech users, while still
valuable for experienced users. Jake Miller,
@JakeMillerTech, host of The Educational Duct Tape
Podcast Control Alt Achieve provides both practical and
pedagogical strategies that go way beyond simple technology
integration. This is a great handbook for any teacher looking
to go beyond the how-to and shift toward a learning
transformation. Ken Shelton, kennethshelton.net In this book,
Eric has created a powerful method for meaningfully
integrating technology into teaching and learning. His unique
way of crafting technology-rich experiences will allow anyone
from a novice techie to an edtech expert the ability to control,
alt, achieve! Michael Cohen, the Tech Rabbi, creativity
instigator and author of Educated by Design
Recorder from the Beginning: Pupil's Book 1EJA Publications
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